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Motorcycle Customization Has Never Been Easier with British Customs’ Pre-
Assembled Plug ‘n Play Street Twin Turn Signal Packages

British Customs releases pre-assembled front and rear turn signal packages for the Triumph
Street Twin that install to factory mounting points and plug directly into the bike’s factory wire
harness for quick and hassle-free motorcycle customization.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) July 07, 2016 -- Replacing turn signals can be a hassle. Nobody likes having to
splice wires; not even electricians. And then there’s the bracket placement game of trying to get your turn
signals set up so that everything flows nicely with the bike’s natural lines. It shouldn’t be nearly that tedious of
a project.

For Triumph Street Twin owners, it isn’t anymore.

British Customs just released the first-on-the-market complete turn signal packages for the new Triumph Street
Twin as part of their Weekend Projects. The British Customs Street Twin Front and Rear Turn Signal Packages
are complete, pre-assembled, plug ‘n play packages that eliminate the hassle from what has historically been a
messy upgrade. They are easy to install, and options include brackets for installing them on the front stock turn
signal location, rear stock turn signal location, or rear shock mount location. Each package contains a pair of
smoked-out retro turn signals that have been perfectly mounted to a front or rear turn signal mounting bracket
out of the box, and each turn signal utilizes factory wire connectors to connect directly to the bike’s factory
wire harness. The front signals bolt to the stock signal mount locations and pull the turn signals in tighter to the
front forks for a clean, streamlined look. The rear signals connect to the factory location as well and help
streamline the factory rear fender. The final product is a sleek, minimalist setup that drastically improves the
bike’s aesthetic over the stock configuration. The cost for achieving that look is a comparatively small
investment for radically changing the look of your bike at $89.95 for each set, about 15 minutes for each side,
and replacing just a couple screws to install each signal.

The British Customs Street Twin Front and Rear Turn Signal Weekend Projects raise the bar with the sheer
quality of their parts and how easy they make motorcycle customization. With complete packages like this,
riders no longer have to deal with splicing wires and fiddling with brackets: the entire process is just bolt on,
plug in, and ride. A no-brainer part of any appearance Weekend Project, riders can use this package to help
transform their motorcycle in a single afternoon.

About British Customs:
British Customs is a Southern California-based lifestyle brand and designer of aftermarket motorcycle parts.
They are known for making the highest quality factory-spec bolt-on parts that only require common tools and
minimal technical knowledge to install. With any of their parts upgrades, the average rider can completely
customize his or her motorcycle in a weekend.
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Contact Information
David Bumpus
Triton Communications
+1 3104368012

David Bumpus
1-310-436-8012

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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